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100ITA is a project
with the scope

to identify the origin of
food & beverage products

and to popularize it



100ITA is a 3P project, because we want:
• Protect the consumer from products imitations.
• Promote the culture of “Made in Italy” food and wine

products all over the world.
• Preserve the Italian F&B heritage of the Countries with

well known “Made in”.



Values associated to “Made in Italy”

Most representative“Made in Italy” sectors

Source: KPMG Advisory - Market Research

“Made in Italy” is the third most
famous brand in the world



“Made in Italy” is excellent
in terms of F&B sector and people Experience

Source: Future Brand  - Country Brand Index

Ranking across industry sectors Ranking by Dimension



100ITA Platform at a Glance
 100ITA is the only logo/sign that gives evidence to people about the Italian origin of Food &

Beverage products (like the leaf logo for organic products) dividing 2 main categories:
 Products “Made in Italy” (in which the last, substantial, economically justified tranformation or an important stage

of manufacture is made in Italy).
 Products 100% Made in Italy (in which all the ingredients and processing are made in Italy).

 100ITA is the only trademark registered at worldwide level for “Made in Italy” Food and Wines products:
Europe, US, Japan, Australia, China, Russia, Mexico, India, … .

 100ITA is also registered as collective trademark with a regulation approved by Italian Government based on a
Control Disciplinary validated by a world’s leading inspection, verification, testing and certification company with 2’000
offices worldwide and 90’000 employees, accredited by ACCREDIA (Italian National Accreditation Body).

 100ITA is the only project based on an online portal free, multilanguage and visual oriented that allows producers,
people and commercial companies to have its own profile inside.

 100ITA has the only F&B online portal that overcomes censorship problems (like the great firewall in China).
 100ITA’s social media channels reach more than 1 million impressions per week.
 100ITA partecipate and organizes all over the world events to promote “Made in Italy”.
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Give people a bit of Italy ... out of Italy

M
is

si
on Help to make known the true “Made in Italy” in the world, offering

people original products, Italian culture and a better quality of life
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Trust, Transparency, Humanity and Good-living



100ITA
wants to help

people to:
1. Recognize real “Made in Italy” products
2. Find the Italian dishes they like to eat
3. Know and feel about Italian culture of Food & Wine 
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For people living out of Italy, it is very difficult to recognize and buy real Italian products 
because 2 out of 3 products sold as Italian are not Italian !

(In US market only 1 product out of 8 is real Italian !)

How to recognize
real products “Made in Italy” ?



- Integrated in the original main label of the product
(very hard to copy for third parties)

- Used only by producers who follow a strictly regulation approved 
by Italian Government  and verified by third party leading company 
in control and verification fields
(in order to assure to the customers the healthy, safety and origin of the product)

- Registered worldwide (both as individual and collective trademark)
(in case of product copy 100ITA helps to protect the original)

- Unique for all products
(easy to recognize for customer)

100ITA places a trademark:



Why F&B producers
want to use 100ITA logo ?

1. free use of 100ITA online portal; it includes a specific multilanguage 
and visual oriented profile for each producers;

2. free multilanguage technical sheets for the products;

3. free promotion in social media channels;

4. get the possibility to partecipate to 100ITA promotional events;

5. get IPR (Intellectual Property Right) protection thanks to the use of 
100ITA trademark, that is registered at worldwide level;

6. Get a third party control that certificate their products are real          
and original Italian product.



How to find the Italian
dishes you want to eat ?
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Nowadays there is not a tool that allows people to eat what they want !
Suppose I want to eat a carbonara I like in New York ! There is no way to find the one I 

like if I use common tools like Google, Tripadvisors, … ;
in the best case people has to spend a lot of time in the search activity.



100ITA gives people a simple tool
to choose what people really like to eat !!!

Just write in 100ITA Search Engine what you 
want to eat (Carbonara), the place (restaurant 
in New York) and you will have a selection of 
pictures in which you can find what you like 
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Nowadays there is not a single, visual, multilanguage, updated platform that allows people
to know about the culture of “Made in Italy” Food and Wine. Information is fragmented

and hard to find because comes from too many different platforms.

How to find Italian
Food & Wine info, news, events ?



100ITA gives people only one platform to find 
quick, relevant, multilanguage updated and visual 
information about food and wine “Made in Italy”



100ITA partecipates and organizes 
many events with Institutions 

and famous brands



100ITA partecipates and organizes events with …



100ITA is based on
an Innovative Process

composed by
4 main factors



INTEGRATED ONLINE PLATFORM

UNIQUE BRAND FOR ITALIAN F&B PRODUCTS

OFFLINE WORLDWIDE PROMOTION PLANS

SOCIAL MEDIA INTEGRATION &
MANAGEMENT OPTIMIZATION SVIU



UNIQUE BRAND FOR ITALIAN F&B PRODUCTS

 100ITA trademark is registered worldwide
 100ITA trademark is present in several millions products
 100ITA trademark is integrated in the original label (hard to remove)
 100ITA trademark is registered as collective trademark with a Regulation 

based on a Control Disciplinary validated by a world’s leading inspection, 
verification, testing and certification company with 2’000 offices and 
90’000 employees, accredited by ACCREDIA

 There is a third party control in order to allow the F&B producer to use 
100ITA trademark.



SOCIAL MEDIA INTEGRATION & MANAGEMENT OPTIMIZATION

 Western and Easter social media integration

 1 million impressions per week in social media channels

 SVIU (Social View): application that allows people to view
and filter the interactions with single post in order to
simplify the social networks management and integrate
social media channels



The application is characterized by a classification algorithm of the images realized with
Convolutional Neural Networks finalized to validate the filtering applied by the user,
in particular if the post has no textual content of any nature (@, #, descriptions).

@ # Text

SVIU (Social View)



INTEGRATED ONLINE PLATFORM

 Visual oriented platform with a specific database of “Made in 
Italy” Food & Beverage high quality pictures.

 Integrated information and contents: possibility to find recipes, 
international rankings, information “all in one” platform.

 Multilanguage (Italian, English, German, Chinese, French, …)

 Solve problems of censured countries (like Chinese firewall).



OFFLINE WORLDWIDE PROMOTION PLANS

 More than 100 international events already organized with 
Institutions and some of the more Italian important brands 
at worldwide level (Ferrari, Ferrero, FIAT, …)

 In 2018 100ITA Road Show China

 In 2019 100ITA Road Show Worldwide



OUR
TEAM



STRUCTURE
&

PRESENCE

100ITA has a very wide structure in Italy and in China in order
to maximize the impact in Westearn and Eastern countries 



Office in Italy
Perugia

Keep relations with producers Optimize supply chain / paymentsGet government funding



Control supply chainProducts / Producers Promotion & Commercialization Keep relation with customers

Offices & warehouse
in Beijing



Bounded Warehouse
in Free Trade 
Zone



100ITA won the award
“Italian Best Project in China” on 2014

(Ferrari, Maserati, FIAT, Ferrero won that Award)



Cooperations
& Events 100ITA partecipates and organizes many events with 

Institutions, F&B experts and famous brands



The historian Carlo Maria Cipolla
referring to the Renaissance observed that:

“Italians were able to produce things that were 
appreciated in the world using their entrepreneurial 
attitude, hard-working attitude and their workshops.

In brief they were able to add value to raw materials, 
even if they lacked in raw materials ... ”

… this is what people call nowadays Made in Italy !  

Nowadays Italians have to
Promote, Protect and Preserve it !



Thanks
Contact & Info

Mail: info@100ITA.com
Ph: +39 - 075 - 9072629 
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